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INTRO
Optics is known to be the technically advanced teaching of the collection and
dispersion of Light - Photons, the smallest measurable quants within the
material cosmos. If we understand mathematics as the Language of Nature, like
ancient Pythagoreans did, taking the elementary numbers as their quantumalphabeth and their operative logic within space, time and form as the syntax
of this language, we recognize geometry to be the Optics of Numbers.
Albert Einstein's groundbreaking conclusion that “Gravitation is Geometry“
delivers the necessary link to physics. From that perspective mathematics
appears to be the only exact Quantum-Theory we can discover within the
structure and dynamics of the cosmos to explain its nature. Thus I also speak
of the Physics of Natural Numbers.
The teachings of the cosmical unfolding of the world(s), from oldest ages also
developed and traded in numerological systems, ancients called CosmoGony.
My images are tentative attempts to bring the core elements of these
archetypal systemics - using modern techniques - back to the light. In that
sense SynOptics means both the illustrative synopsis of universal mathematicalgeometric relationships in the form of Synthetical Optics.
Still much is missing and some of it can only be understood by immediate
experience. But here we already meet very clear the strange feature of natural
numbers, structure-building to symbolize their own laws when - following
themselves - being illustrated geometrically. A circulus vitiosus of the rank of
a structural necessity for the understanding of the Unity of Nature itself.

1 TEMENOS - creatio ex nihilo (2006)
The ancient Greek word Temenos defines a
demarcated “royal area“, the sanctuary or
the holy district: a protected space.
The kingship over the abstract mathematical concepts
of numbers is owned by the three ultimate ideas of
the “smallest indivisible“, the “largest undivided“ and
the “unity“ residing around their imaginary midst:
Zero, Infinite and One.
Point, circle and straight line in here are used as
geometrical illustrations of Zero, One and Infinite.
In them we recognize the three fundamental forms of the curvature of space:
for a point it is infinite, for the unitcircle it is 1, and at infinity it is zero - for which
a circle is bended back into an infinitely large straight line.
To imply the infinity of the space-continuum within a finite image, at least it had to be
indicated as universal surrounding in all directions - therefore the simple square!
The eye-catching resemblance of the idea of the Temenos with the geometrical
symbolism of point, circle and square gave rise to this title1.
The presented image tries to illustrate the transcendence between the infinitely small
Nothing, the finite Unity and the immeasurable size of Infinity itself within a visual
simplification: the timeless creation out of Nothingness.
Thus, the true title of this image is: Infinite times Zero equals One.

0×∞=1

- the divine “Become!“

2 Four Species Mandala (2006)
The universal unit, one, the quant or the ur-factor
of all natural numbers - at the same time - is the
Identity of any mathematically operable number.
Some of the following images are dealing in more
detail with the geometry of numerical division of
the universal Unit - symbolized by circle and sphere i.e. with the emerging of numbers greater than One.
Here we are interested in the geometrical scheme of
the operative number-logic - naturally encoded within
the quantum-structure of numbers themselves.
We find exactly FOUR fundamental laws - the four basic arithmetical species as we use them since the discovery of numbers increasingly complex for the
mathematical and geometrical description of our experienceable world.
Their Quaternity represents the prototype of every operative quantum-logic.
Looking at a CoOrdinate-System XY scaled in whole numbers, we see that AdDition
and SubTraction are working as positive and negative signs on the number axes,
while MultiPlication and DiVision represent the properties of divisibility between them.
+ and − represent the sign of any number, × and ÷ the analogous relation between
the numbers within the plane as well as in space - as in the big, so in the small.
As we consider the integer divisibility of the natural numbers between each other in a
systematical way - we arrive at the theme of the next image.

3 Grand Harmonic Matrix 3D (2007)
The Grand Harmonic Matrix (GHM) represents the
geometrical pattern of all integer divisible = harmonic
solving divisions x/y and y/x of natural numbers:
x and y being the co-ordinates of the pixels, set off
in the center of the image.
On the next page we see the development of this
divider matrix within a squared interval of circa ±200
around Zero. Where the division of the co-ordinates
results in a whole number, we set a point with the
color related to that result.
The harmonically-selective division of natural numbers within the 3 dimensions of
space results in a great spatial Mandala2,3,4, consisting of all naturally harmonic ratios
and proportions5. Its planar projections onto the axis planes of the number space all
show the same pattern, (as the image on the next page shows for the central area).
Image 3 shows a spatial study of the distribution of harmonic points within the divider
matrix on the axis planes, looking at the space diagonal to the center. The harmonic
points are represented by little spheres of diamond glass.
The identification of the integer divisibility with an “harmonic“ relation is derived from
the verifiable fact that all number-relations are repeating - always starting anew - over
the whole planar as well as the spatial matrix, (see also image 11).
The same phenomenon we meet at the frequency distribution of musical tones over
the octaves, following the pythagorean model originally thought to be integers, due to
the laws of geometric division its base tone was defined to be 432 Hz6, while our
modern concert pitch since medieval times is set to be 440 Hz.

4 Golden Section 4/13 (2006)
Now we come to the geometry of the very first
division of the universal unit, until now symbolized
by the circle, which from now on we will replace by
its spatial sister: the sphere.
A planimetrical model of the first division (see Fig.
below) shows two inner circles intersecting each
other in their midpoints.
The transcendental circle number π arises as the first
geometrical natural constant with the shape of the
circle, the universal symbol of Unity.
With the equidistant division of the circle by itself we
arrive at the next constant important for its further
geometrical structuring.
Drawing a second double sized circle around each of
the inner circles, a figure with 4 intersecting points
appears, their distances to each other show the
relation of the Golden Section, the socalled
Number of geometrical Division Φ = 1,618033...7.
Here in image 4 I have reconstructed this model of
circles out of spheres of gold glass, illuminated frontally by sunlight and a rainbow
and - for the optical refinement of the appearing eye-symbolic - everything again was
inclosed into one big diamond sphere.
Image 7 illuminates the inner of the lens-shaped intersection of the two bigger
spheres in more detail and there I also show the gradual creation of these images.

5 Flower of Life (2006)
The symmetrically continued division of the universal
unit following the principle described above leads to a
series of geometrical objects, at first noticeable often
showing projections of a cube in diagonal perspective.
My image 5 bases on a construction of only six circles
symmetrically interlacing around the midpoint of one
central circle (see the Figure on the middle right).
Diamond Spheres
embody the circles,
behind them a glistening
sun and in the back of the viewer – probably after a
wonderful rain - a big rainbow, which is reflected in
facets of the thereby enlivened flower.
In the (modern) “Holy Geometry“ this figure is called the
Germ of the so called “Flower of Life“8, a pattern that
results from an arbitrarily complex repeated extension of
the symmetrically interlacing of circles, as it can be seen
here in three further variations of this image.

6 The Pi-GATE (2003)
While the previous two images are dealing with the
symmetrically continued division of the circle or the
sphere by istelf, here we come to a central symmetric
inclusion.
The circle number π is that universal mathematicalgeometric constant by which the transcendent
transition between the Euklidian (unbended) to the
spherical (bended) geometry is characterized.
Square and on- or in-circle illustrate this perfectly.
The figure right below demonstrates this relation and
shows the model underlying image 6, consisting of a cube with its in-sphere with its incube with its in-sphere etc. - nested inside each other - four layers deep.
In my image 6 this model is constructed out of cubes
and spheres of transparent gold glass.
We look onto the outer cube diagonally while the sun
shines perpendicular to the eye-axis from the front
above.
The reflections created within the object are very
similar to the six-beam pattern of image 3 where the
accumulation of harmonic points at the axis points 24
(faculty 4) already assumes the shape of a cube around
the matrix center.

7 Golden Section 4/1 – vesica piscis (2006)
This image was at the beginning of the
fourth series of opto-geometrical studies
on the Golden Section - ending up in the
already shown image 4.
It illuminates the optical behaviour within
the lens-shaped spatial intersection of
the two larger gold glass spheres of
image 4 - additionally brightened with
the diffuse light of a foggy horizon.
The lens-shaped sectional figure of two
circles intersecting each other in their midpoints is known under the name of Fisheye
or vesica piscis8 in the “Holy Geomety” and it's likely related to the Golden Section.
As a matter of fact the relation of the Golden Section first occurs after the doubling of
both of the circles by double sized circles as the relation between their intersecting
radii (see the Figure to image 4).
Here you see a simplified image sequence to illustrate the creation of image 7 and 4:
1st the two inner spheres, 2nd surrounded by the two larger ones, 3rd the spatial
intersecion of them and 4th the inclusion of all within one frontal lightened sphere.

8 Tree of Life (2007)
The Tree of Life is the central glyph of the
Holy Kabbalah, first in medieval times
developed in its modern form from out
of ancient hebrew, christian and gnostic
sources.
It represents the result of the attempts
to derive an alpha-numerical system of
the creation and structure of the world
from the old four-letter name of the
deity: a numerological system to
describe the universe.
When I saw the traditional image of this Tree of Life (see Fig. below 9) in 1994 the very
first time in the Zohar10 - the medieval authority on that theme - I immediately was
fascinated by its conceptional purity, and my futher in-depth studies of this complex
symbol substantially influenced my works on Unified Physics from that time on.
A little while later I recognized a
3-dimensional model within this
tree construction, which I
manufactured in 1997 as a
physical grid object out of brass
rods (photo right) and which is
remodeled here in this image 8
as a geometrical study of a sunny
mornings' projection of the
Metatronical crystal.

9 LichtRaumHafen (PiRaMyDelta 2006)
PiRaMyDelta was a typographical manipulation of the orginally probably more
technical meaning of the later Greek
word Pyramidos for the “Pyramid“.
The Greek π shows a pylon, a gate with
the measures 2×11÷7 = 22÷7, the egyptian
approximation of the circle-number13.
Ra was the name of the ancient-egyptian
Sun-God, the central power of light of
the physical sun itself, written with ⊙.
The Greek μ in science stands for micro, the “millionth“, the “millions of times small“
and the Greek  in engineering stands for an “amount of change“ and it has a certain
similarity with the Nile Delta – of course seen from above. Writing Pyramid as π⊙μ
we can read: Gate to the Sun within the million times small delta.
An ingenious wordplay that got its actual name (LichtRaumHafen = LightSpacePort)
from a same titled event in
2009, where this image
worked as template for the
flyer-design (see right image).
LichtRaumHafen was a several
hours lasting trans-medial
scientific-art performance,
trying to make the universal
aspects of cosmic harmony
experienceable by way of an audio-visual live show11,12.

10 VEXIER – Pyramid within the Eye (2002)
The universal point-pattern of the divider
matrix of the natural numbers (see image 3)
gave reason to many other workouts.
Here we have a real Vexier-Image:
A squared section of the central projection
pattern of the Grand Harmonic Matrix is
placed on a plane of polished gold.
Upon it lies a diamond pyramid of the same
base area and with the proportions of the
Great Pyramid at Giza5,13.
An on-sphere - consisting of clear water - is placed centered to the base plane area of
the pyramid over the whole scene. Interestingly the divider matrix - after all bendings
and reflections - completely undisturbed comes out again!
A fine variation of this theme was an-other series of geometrical studies on the optical
behaviour of reflexions within the pyramidal prism: “Apex - The Edge of the Pyramid“.
Four glass pyramids lie on four squared matrix-sections, crowned by a fifth one, we
then see from the top, into which we dive with the third image to find this wonderful
mandala14. The fourth image was a later lighting study of the third one.

11 FACULTY TEN (2010)
This image deserves – far from all
possible illusions – a special attention
for it gives a good impression of the
self-similarity of the universal divider
matrix.
Image 11 shows a planar projection of
the xy-environment of the Harmonical
Matrix in a distance of Fakulty Ten:
10! = 3628800 (x0) on the x-axis.
Because of the pure integer structure of
the matrix pattern, the harmonic main-knots on the matrix-axes naturally are locaed
exactly at the Faculties - the most basic product series of the natural numbers.
In the environment of
these knot-points the
central pattern of the
divider matrix repeats
itself with the increasing
number depth more and
more precisely.
Here on the right we see
this repetition in the
spatial surrounding of
Faculty 10, within an
interval of x0±200 and
y,z = ±120.

12 MATRIX EYE (2002)

From a former photo of the author the pattern of the divider matrix was cut out.

13 Pythagoras in Space (2002)
The special triangle law - named after the
famous Greek mathematician Pythagoras which represents the right-angeled case
of the law of sines has the most simple
solution 32 + 42 = 52, yet appearing in the
dimensions of the Kings Chamber of the
Great Pyramid at Giza13.
There also were attempts to find “more
simple“ solutions, at last leading to the
problem of Fermat's “Last Theorem“16.
In this study, to which I originally was inspired by my friend Charles William Johnson
from New Orleans, author of EarthmatriX17 beginning 2002, I skip all plane-like tries
of a “simpler“ solution in this direction and attempt a pythagorean step into space
and write:
12 + 12 + 12 +

22 + 22 + 22 =

32 + 32 + 32 , kurz:

3 + 12 =

27 .

Not at last only a graphical play with the geometric summation of spatial diagonales this is the “simplest“ Pythagoras operating in Space. To animate the design of the image
a little more, the resulting construct is repeatedly placed in itself, in the smallest cube
respectively.
Even when extending the onsquares of a 3:4:5-Pythagoras
into their cubes one can truely
recognize, that it cannot be
described correctly by using
potencies greater than 218.

EXTRA
In this 2nd SynOptics I show some of the most important works to date on the
themes of Eternal Laws, Origin of Natural Constants, Geometrical Division and
Cosmic Harmony of Numbers - as well as some applications.
The deeper backgrounds and complex inter-relations of the represented ideas
indeed I could only mention. They are the material for a series of future
publications - on whose conception I'm currently working.
A valuable amount of this extensive material since 2009 already has entered
into the practical results of the collaboration with my friend Stefan Berke in the
areas of electro-acoustic music, as well as programming, audio-visualization
and Fulldome production, which I would like to point out here 2,3,4,11,12,15.
Finally a few words on the Technique.
The Greek word “Techne“ - from where our modern terms of technic and
technology originate - originally meant “art“, which was understood as the
“unity of knowledge and skills“21. So, if we speak of “science and technology“
today, we implicate “science and art“, which reoccurs in the popular English
term of “scientific art“.
Since 2002 I work with BRYCE 4 (MetaCreations 1998)19 as a professional
software for the photo-realistic visualization of opto-geometrical light-effects:
an artistic tool with scientific precision.
Jan Zehn

Jena, September 2018
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